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It is with great love that I present this ebook:
'Animal Communication in 5 steps’. 

I am convinced that we can all communicate with
animals telepathically, it is an Universal language.
Every animal that comes on your path has a voice,
is open to share its wisdom and willing to develop
your intuitive skills.

In this ebook you will learn how to take the first
steps in your intuitive development.

Long time ago in 2002, I was overstimulated by my
work as a marketeer at a large organization. For a
half a year I was sitting at home, with the doors
shut and hoping to get aligned with my head,
feelings and body. This situation forced me to take
another step and had to let go of the idea of
becoming a career woman. I completely made a
life changing move. Animals showed me the way.

I started developing my intuitive skills and noticed
that I had healing powers. All kinds of animals
crossed my path and people were asking me to
help them with mental, emotional and health
issues of their pet and later on with themselves.
Along the way I have learned how to communicate
with animals. These new insights led me to teach
this universal language too. My more than 20
years of experience in animal reading and healing
lead to online courses in animal communication
and healing. In April 2022, my first book was
published; “The thin line between life and afterlife"
and has been translated into English in 2024.

Many animals and their owners have inspired me
to share the animals´ wisdom and each story is
unique and special. I share my life experiences
with animals and my own journey as a sensitive
soul about love, openness and vulnerability.

PREFACE

" I wish you an inspired journey in which you take 
your first intuitive steps together with animals "
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INTRODUCTION

Animals always radiate something magical.
Their wisdom, unconditional love and liveliness
make me feel more complete as a human
being. But what if your animal withdraws, starts
biting, becomes sick or out of control? What if
your vet or animal behaviorist can't figure out a
solution for you and your pet? What to do? 

Intuitive communication offers many insights
and possible solutions to misunderstanding,
fear and illness. This ebook can also support
you when getting stuck in training, not getting
back the love you put in, saying goodbye to your
animal and many other problems. 

Developing to communicate telepathically with
animals is based on (re)discovering your
intuitive skills. Loving and vibrational power are
tools to let the words, feelings and invisible
images of animals come to you.

Follow the 5 basic steps playfully. Look with an
open mind in to it and be grateful for every
signal you receive. 

I believe you can do this too!

"Give every day the chance 
To become the most wonderful person of your life



WHAT IS TELEPATHIC
COMMUNICATION?

☘ A form of communication from feelings, images, words,
smells and power of thoughts
☘ A non-visible transmission of energy between humans and
animals on Earth and in the Afterlife
☘ A frequency, a vibration, an wave of energy from soul to
soul; in physical contact or more remote 
☘ It is a limitless contact from heart to heart and soul to soul

TELEPATHY IS:

☘ A puppy training, riding lesson or other type of training
where you have a goal in mind or want to motivate or train
an animal
☘ When you reward your animal for the behaviour you
want to see such as a 'treat' 
☘ Socialising animals
☘ Encouraging obedience
☘ A small talk with an animal what you do with a human
friend 
☘ Improving movement and agility

TELEPATHY IS NOT:

Many people already consciously or unconsciously communicate with animals
from their imaginations, body energy, through their hearts or simply through

their voice and words. Telepathy literally means 'remote sensing'. Everything in
this life is energy where distance is not an obstacle in connecting to one

another.



DEVELOPING INTUITIVE 
SKILLS

Besides our five senses: seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling and feeling, we also
have our sixth sense. This sixth sense - your inner knowing - comes from within

but is not tangible or scientifically explainable (yet). Most people do not trust
their own intuitive abilities. Yet we use them daily on a subconscious level. But
how can we use these skills to open a gateway for telepathic communication

with animals?

☘ Intuition is a kind of 'knowing from your
deepest inner self'. It goes beyond rational
thinking. You can't explain it.
☘ The very first spontaneous feeling you
experience in your body, it is a sensation, a
sudden emotion like goose bumps.
☘ It is not the same as a feeling. That can be
coloured by beliefs, fears and ego and
therefore is not always pure or truthful.
☘ With intuition, you overcome limiting
feelings and listen directly to your soul, your
heart and the Source.
☘ Your intuition is your sixth sense. It is
connected to your subconscious which is in
contact with Universal Wisdom.

There are six ways to make contact with your
Universal Wisdom. Read on!

WHAT IS INTUITION:



There are six forms of getting in touch with Universal Wisdom:

TYPES OF INTUITION

1
You know something without realising where this ‘knowledge’ comes from. You
call this your ‘inner knowing’.

CLAIRCOGNANCY

5
You register smells.

CLAIRALIENCY

3
You have the ability to see images and pictures in the form of a movie or
cartoon, without really seeing them with your eyes. You see colours and
energies around an animal.

CLAIRVOYANCY

2
You feel physical discomfort in your own body, that seems to be someone else’s.
Besides physical sensations, you can also feel emotions like joy and sadness,
even though none of these emotions are at play for you.

CLAIRSCENTIENCY

4
Just like in claircognancy, short sentences or loose words come through you like
a lightning bolt.

CLAIRAUDIENCY

6
You receive taste sensations.

CLAIRGUSTANCY



DEVELOP YOUR INTUITION IN
FIVE STEPS

""´There is no perfect moment for pure love. It happens
unexpectedly in a hundredth of a second¨

1. Living more mindful by being aware of
all your emotions, thoughts and wellbeing.

2. Letting go of old patterns by genuinely
looking in your own mirror of self
reflection. What suits you and what
doesn't. What has served you but no
longer suits you.

3. Focus on the NOW. Focus on what you
can do now and how you are feeling.
Become softer in your body and thoughts
through meditation and breathing.

4. Ground yourself by stepping into your
earthly power. Feel you are like a tree,
deeply rooted in the earth. Dare to stand
your ground in this life. Dare to make
decisions.

5.Heart consciousness by merging
unconditional love, love for yourself and
another. Let your vulnerable part flourish.
You are worth it.



Would you like to develop your intuition and learn how to use it when
communicating with your animal? Then register for the online course ´basics in
animal communication´. You can also book a consultation/ a reading with me or

my team.

GET STARTED

☘ Basics in Animal Communication: 
 Develop your intuitive skills for a deeper
understanding of what animals feel or show. 
A down-to-earth course that will broaden your
perspective on how to communicate with your heart,
head and soul. This course is especially for sensitive
animal lovers, dog and horse trainers, coaches,
animal healers, therapists or caretaker.

COURSE

Without too much information beforehand and by means
of a picture of you and your animal, I dive deeply into the
animal's soul and energy. I give my observations on the
animal's body, feelings and environment. I am guided by
the ever-flowing universal energy. I am to-the-point, loving
and have an earthy connection with humans and animals. 
I also make contact with animals in the After Life, which is
my speciality. This consultation will take place during a
telephone conversation, a Zoom call or written email.

CONSULTATION

Book your course here

Get your consultation here

https://animalsoul.academy/
https://animalsoul.academy/


SPECIAL STORIES

Surely, my first spectacular encounter was
with a chicken. Can you imagine I have had
set my intention on horse healing and my
first real client was a chicken! Making this
connection gave me the best endorsement
ever about being blessed to do this work.
Katrine - a chicken with two splayed, almost
lifeless legs - could no longer walk and could
not eat and drink independently. After my
first healing, she was able to drink and eat
independently again but still needed regular
support. After my second healing, she started
'walking' again. She could use one paw
completely at first and was able to 'walk' with
it. She used the other paw to support herself
and even that one she could eventually place
completely under her body again. The icing
on the cake is surely that after a while, she
started using the 'paralysed' paw completely
again too. She walked on both legs again and
the difference with the normally walking
chickens was nil! 

CHICKEN KATRINE



SPECIAL STORIES

Snowy's head was full of wounds. The owner had tried
everything: fungal treatment, antibiotics, natural creams,
various kinds of food (including hypo allergenic), injections
against itching, keeping her inside the house, de-fleaing, etc.
Nothing helped. The vet was almost certain: it's a food allergy.
Snowy was a playful cat, but there was little left of that. She
still slept very peacefully, though. And the owner thought that
was strange: that she didn't wake up from the itching. If only
Snowy understood that she should not scratch so much so
that her wounds could heal and her head cap could come off.
These and many other questions the owner had because -
after everything she had tried - she didn´t know what to do
anymore  and felt so sorry for her  young cat. A few days after
the consultation/reading, the owner responded very
enthusiastically: "Snowy is doing much better. I can even take
her cap off for a while! The scratching is a lot less. We also try
to distract her when she starts scratching. I treated her neck
wounds with lavender water and she was less itchy as a result.
The wounds no longer looked so irritated. I placed the
recommended gemstone 'amethyst' in her basket; she tips her
head against it all the time. She was no longer dull and/or
sleepy. The nutritional advice also went well. She was sleeping
peacefully and played vivid again."

CAT SNOWY



SPECIAL STORIES

TINKER FOAL

A Tinker foal, daughter of a Tinker mare and a Peruvian Paso
stallion, suffered from diarrhoea. She was wormed and the
owner removed all manure from the field on a daily basis to
keep the worm infection as low as possible. The other horses
were tested for worms every other month through a test.
Despite this professional guidance, she continued to have
diarrhoea. The owner contacted me after other natural
treatments but couldn’t find out what to do with the foal. The
moment I sat with the foal's photo in my hands, I caught sight
of a boisterous and joyful frolicking foal before my mind's eye.
The owner smiled and saw her foal doing at that exact
moment what I just said. The foal indicated to me that she had
become sick via her mother and the mother's milk. Her
mother was immune to the infection but she was not yet. The
remote healing ensured she was diarrhoea-free the next day
and for the following weeks. The owner had looked up the
necessary information and confirmed that the mother had
transmitted an infection through the mother's milk. I myself
had no medical knowledge about this. 
A telepathic consultation can give you a lot of insight and
works synergetic with a vet and natural supplements.



WHAT CLIENTS SAY

'Mirjam, I am so happy that Brad is eating again after our
consultation yesterday and it has had a positive effect on myself as
well: I am getting back to work on my plans! My thanks again,
Mirjam!'

‘Muck is peeing in the litter box again and I
don't worry or feel stressed anymore.

Besides her, you helped me too’. 

'Binky was really very relieved and full of energy today. As if
a 'load' had fallen off her shoulders.’

'My grief was huge but your
soothing guidance and the insights
were magical. Now we have been
able to give our grief it a beautiful

place! Grateful!' 

´Rehoming was actually
the last refuge for my cat.
But your reading and the
supplements we have
ordered gave the solution.
We are still very happy
together.´



The love for animals was instilled in me from an early age. I grew up with several
animal species and always had an animal friend around. 

At the age of 8, I barely escaped death by being kicked in the face by a horse. Just
before I awoke with a bleeding face and broken jaw, I entered a tunnel. A tunnel of

light that led me to another dimension. At the end of this tunnel, I saw my deceased
grandmother and many more beautiful light souls.

At the age of 30, I had a burnout and quit my well-paid job. I became a mother of a
beautiful son, which was also a miracle because I couldn't actually get pregnant. In

2007, we moved as a family from the Netherlands to the South of Spain.

In 2017, as a single mother, I started pursuing my path in self-love. I still live with my
horses, dogs and cats alone in a vibrant rural area in Malaga province.

The roads with bumps and potholes have led me over more than 50 years of my life,
more and more towards my soul mission. My first book 'The fine line between life and
the afterlife' was published in Dutch in April 2022. In 2024 it has been translated into

English.

ABOUT MIRJAM



ABOUT THE 
ANIMAL SOUL ACADEMY

The 'Animal Soul Academy' is a creation from
my diverse experiences with humans and
animals. It is a platform for sensitive animal
lovers who want to develop their own healing
and/or intuitive gifts, or come to spiritual
blossoming themselves through animals.

Soul stands for soul connection with and
between animals. This is the starting point of
the Academy. The starting point for beginning
the journey through the Academy. Coming back
home to yourself, your own wellbeing, your own
truth, your own soul and your own life's
happiness. That's what this is all about. It's not
about becoming an accomplished healer or
animal interpreter, but it can be done.

Hence, the Animal Soul Academy aims to inspire
and motivate animal owners, animal lovers,
animal caretakers, animal coaches/therapists/
instructors and people who are open to
learning from animals in a spiritual way.

It's about your own personal and unique
journey with and through animals. That animals
help, guide, comfort and heal you where you
need it and vice versa.

"Forget what hurt you 
but never forget what it taught you"



REFERENCES

March 2020 felt like an adventure I was about to discover my own
intuitive power. I won't forget my first conversation with Mirjam! Since
then, it has been all magical and enjoyment! So much has happened....
Mirjam, so many thanks for what I have received from you! Your courses,
all your loving response to my writing, your trust and everything else!
And your non-judgement, because that is what made me flourish! All my
life, everyone judged me. Because I was different and they didn't know
how to deal with that. So they judged me. Well, I only discovered that
later, of course. Everything I experienced that year seemed out of line.
Thanks to you, now I have the confidence to communicate with animals
and help their caretakers.¨

Pat Vink - animal communicator

“The course helped me to reconnect with what is close to my heart and
from there I took my own unique path. Mirjam's wonderful personal
guidance and the messages the animals gave me during the exercises
made me feel supported and inspired to become myself and dare to
trust my intuition. What an enrichment to be able to contact animals and
humans like this! One of the nicest things I have given myself.”

 Jean Thomas

“¨I want to thank you for the beautiful consultation and your shared
wisdom, it has helped me during a difficult period in my life to find the
peace to re-focus. I believe the role of animals will become increasingly
important during these vibrant times. Animals are the ones who can
support and teach us. They are the ones who can hold the mirror up to
us. Animals are our masters!” 

Anita A.- coach



"Only when we can
receive with heart

and soul 
we can give with
heart and soul."

Mirjam Diepenbrock (1969) 
Author, mentor, animal communicator
and healer.

Dutch from origen and living in the South
of Spain, Malaga provence 
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info@animalsoul.academy
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